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1.

Introduction

The objective of this Work Package (WP) is to design an Automated Wagon Loading System
(AWLS) from the ground up. Such a system should be able to load pallets into, and unload pallets
out of a rail freight wagon in a safe, quick and easy way, with as few process steps as possible,
with optimal control of the pallet flow, at low cost and with high reliability. When all these
conditions are fulfilled, the resulting system will have the potential of offering an efficient and
competitive transport solution for pallets by rail.
A first step in this process is the definition of the functional requirements of such an AWLS. These
requirements will determine the scope of an AWLS, as well as the functions it should offer, and
they are therefore applicable to all implementations of these systems, regardless of the specific
characteristics of the cargo flow, the freight wagon or the infrastructure that is being used.
Although the technological solution should fully comply with the desired functional requirements,
the project has a higher chance of success when the limitations of the currently available
technology are taken into account at this early stage, since existing technologies may be directly
applied to this problem, in this way winning time and building on acquired experience. For that
reason, the functional requirements will immediately be impacted by the current technological
limits, and they should therefore be considered throughout the definition of the functional
requirements.
This deliverable extends deliverable D2.1. It redefines the functional requirements as agreed in
this state of the process. The various concepts will be tested at these requirements, and a main
concept will be chosen for the start of WP 2.3. WP 2.3 includes the engineering of the AWLS.
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2.

Consolidated functional requirements D2.1

The functional requirements of WP D2.1 are coded into five domains. Each requirement will be
explained in full, and codified as follows: [XXX123]
• XXX is a short reference to the domain (see table below)
• 123 is the unique number of each requirement within its domain
Domain reference codes
Safety
SAF
COM Compatibility
Flexibility
FLX
Performance
PER
Cost
COS
Table of requirements of WP D2.1.
Title
No. Label
Take all measures to remove or mitigate the risk of injuries to intervening
1
[SAF001]
personnel.
Ensure pallet loading according to UIC Guidelines.
2
[SAF002]
Ensure backward compatibility with legacy (un)loading methods and the
3
[COM001]
AWLS wagon.
Ensure backward compatibility with legacy (un)loading methods and the
4
[COM002]
AWLS infrastructure.
Ensure hardware compatibility with automated warehouse solutions.
5
[COM003]
Ensure software compatibility with automated warehouse solutions.
6
[COM004]
The AWLS wagon will only rely on off-board power supply for all power needs.
7
[COM005]
The AWLS implementation on a wagon may not increase the floor height of a
8
[FLX001]
wagon
The dockside implementation will be able to adjust for all loading heights that
9
[FLX002]
are at or above the level of the dock itself.
The AWLS must be able to detect deviations from the standard pallet load,
10 [FLX003]
and act accordingly.
The design of the wagon floor should be able to handle a range of pallet
11 [FLX004]
types.
The dockside equipment may be designed to handle a single pallet type.
12 [FLX005]
The AWLS should have minimal impact on the existing infrastructure.
13 [FLX006]
The dockside part of the AWLS must be able to compensate for inaccuracies in
14 [FLX007]
train positioning.
A loading or unloading operation should take no more than 5 minutes,
15 [PER001]
counted form the moment the wagon is ready for (un)loading (i.e. doors
opened and aligned with the AWLS) until all pallets are at their final position.
Maintenance intervals of the system must be aligned with planned downtime.
16 [PER002]
The system will not block upon detection of deviating pallet properties.
17 [PER003]
Overall system availability should be 99.99% over the course of one year.
18 [PER004]
The ROI of the AWLS should not exceed 5 years.
19 [COS001]
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3.

Train loading

During WP D2.2 various situations and concepts are discussed. A train can be loaded using one of
the multiple concepts shown below:

Bulk load

Only bulk products can be loaded like stones, coal, sand…

Container load

Products packed in containers can be loaded without handling all individual
pallets/products.

Truck load

Products packed in trucks can be loaded without handling all individual
pallets/products.

Car load

Car load, specialized wagons can be loaded from the backside of the train.

Wagon load

Standard wagons can be loaded with pallets or products from the side of the
train.

Bulk load
This concept is not usable with pallets or stacked products.

Container load
This concept is usable with AWLS but not in scope of the project.
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Truck load
One of the concepts to load trucks on a wagon is with a
specialized wagon of Lohr railway system. This rotating
wagon is used on a specialized platform to drive a semitrailer on the wagon.

Building a box on top of the wagon with an ATLS (automatic Truck Loading System) inside can be
used to load pallets of various dimensions inside the wagon.

Car load
Loading a car on a wagon uses the same principle as the Lohr system, although they do not use a
rotating wagon but are driving through the wagons from the back of the train.

When you can place several of these trains in a row, with a conveyor system inside, you can load
a train from one system as ones like an ATLS for trucks.

Wagon load
Currently the freight wagons with pallets are loaded at a platform from the side of the wagon,
shown in the picture below. Usually the platform is at the same height of the wagon and a forklift
will drive into the wagon. Only one door can to be opened at a time.
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4.

Possible loading solutions

Multiple common solutions of Ancra systems B.V. can be used to load train wagons. These options
are described below:

4.1 Slat system
A slat system can be used to load multiple kinds of pallet sizes
and other products. It is a solid floor surface, but can only be
used in a straight track.

4.2 Chain system
A chain system has multiple tracks on the floor and has a solid
floor surface between the tracks. The chain can be lowered
and lifted to place pallets on the wooden floor between the
tracks. It can handle only a few pallet size combinations and is
suitable for heavy loads. It can be used in cross-sections to
transport loads in 2 directions.

4.3 Roller system
Roller system can transport a lot of different loads like a slat
system. It can be used in cross-sections and can handle heavy
loads. The disadvantage of this system is its own weight.

4.4 Skate system
Various skate systems are developed by Ancra systems for
different pallet types. A skate system contains forks which will
be placed under or inside the pallets. The forks lift the pallets
to transport them outside the truck or wagon. The skate
system does not need any adjustments on a truck or wagon. It
can be combined with a roller or chain system to transport
loads in 2 directions.
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4.5 AGV
AGV (Automated guided vehicle) is widely used in automated
warehouse systems to transport pallets from one to the other
system without human intervention.

Check concept with requirements
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In the table below all common solutions of Ancra systems B.V. are checked to the requirements
defined in chapter 2.
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The table concludes none of the common solutions meets all requirements. Therefore it is needed
to find a new solution. Some of the common solutions can be combined to meet the
requirements.
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5.

Concepts

5.1 Chain-roller system
With a chain system and a roller system combined inside a wagon
there is no need to open both doors. The system can be loaded with
a forklift, AGV or specialized docking system.

+ Only one door has to be opened
+ Can be loaded by an automatic system and normal forklifts

- Possibly a higher wagon floor
- Needs an electrical system inside the wagon
- Expensive (operation) to equip all wagons with a system

5.2 Rotating wagon with system
Building a box on top of a Lohr rotating wagon with inside a chain,
roller, slat or skate system makes a flexible solution.

+ Only one door has to be opened at the front of the wagon
+ Can be loaded by an automatic system and normal forklifts
+ Faster than loading with chain-roller system combination

- Higher wagon floor, when not using a skate system
- Needs an electrical system inside the wagon
- Expensive wagon
- Expensive operation to equip all wagons with a system
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5.3 Back loading train
Equipping wagons with a chain, roller or slat system like the previous
solution, but placing them with the back to a docking ramp. The load
can be transported from one wagon to the next to load the train.

+ Back and front doors can be made with automatically rolling doors
+ Can be loaded by an automatic system and normal forklifts
+ Very fast loading multiple wagons with a constant flow

- Higher wagon floor
- Needs an electrical system inside the wagon
- Expensive operation to equip all wagons with a system

5.4 Single AGV loading
Use a basic cargo loading train at a platform to drive inside the
wagon with the AGV to load/unload the train one, two or three
pallets at a time.

+ Only one door needs to be opened
+ Can be loaded by an AGV and normal forklifts
+ Very flexible loading multiple pallet types
+ Normal wagon floor without power inside wagon

- Slow loading/unloading
- Advanced pallet detection needed

5.5 AGV skate loading
Using a skate system to load pallets has several advantages:
loading multiple pallets at once, and no on-board power system
needed. Combining it with an AGV makes the situation more
flexible to load multiple wagons without moving the train. And
by adding multiple AGV systems the site can be scaled-up easily.
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+ It is possible to load multiple pallet types, but it needs a profile in the
wagon
+ Normal wagon floor without power inside wagon when using only one
pallet type
+ Faster loading, half a wagon at a time
+ Easy scale/speed –up by adding more AGV systems

- Only one pallet type, or profile in wagon
- Loading door by door, manual closing and opening door needed
- Floor level needs to be under train wagon floor level

5.6 Skate on rail
The skate system can be built on a small wagon driving on a separate rail
beside the wagons. This makes a more defined pallet flow without the
need of advanced routing of an AGV system.

+ It is possible to load multiple pallet types, but it needs a profile in the
wagon
+ Normal wagon floor without power inside wagon when using only one
pallet type
+ Faster loading, half a wagon at a time
+ Defined routes of the skate wagon

- Only one pallet type, or profile in wagon
- Loading door by door, manual closing and opening door needed
- More difficult to scale because wagons cannot pass each other
- Floor level needs to be under train wagon floor level
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Check concept with requirements
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In the table below all concepts are checked to the requirements defined in chapter 2.
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Conclusion
None of the concepts meets all requirements, but with some boundaries the AGV skate system
can be used to create the flexibility to load/unload a defined product flow.
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6.

Conclusion

There is no solution to meet all requirements. Pallets that do not meet the specifications cannot
be accepted in the system. For WP 2.3 an AGV with skate system will be engineered. Some
adjustments made to the functional requirements are discussed below.

FLX002
The AGV construction needs to be placed under the load. The floor level needs to be under the
train wagon floor level. When wagons cannot be unloaded by the AGV, the wagon has to be
transported to a platform to unload.

FLX003
The system has to be able to detect pallet types, but can only handle chep pallets type B1210A
(see annex A). Other pallets will be rejected by the stationary system (such as ATLS or warehouse
system). The AGV will not unload other size pallets and will mark the wagon as rejected.

FLX006
See FLX002.

PER003
See FLX003.

The system will be designed to work with a Hiirrs-1/2/3 wagon of Transwaggon (see annex B).
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ANNEX A: Chep pallet specification B1210A
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ANNEX B: Transwaggon Hiirrs-1/2/3 specification
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